Owls Nest Pie and Ale Festival – 2020
On the Bar
8 Arch

Square
Logic 4.2%

Unfined. A pale ale bringing you all of
your favourite fruit filled hops on a bed of
pale, Vienna and flaked oats for a soft base
helping to create the square root of a super
crushable pale ale.

Brewshack

NZ Pale
4.5%

Unfined. Hazy pale ale brewed with Extra
Pale Malt and a touch of wheat, with late
and dry hop additions of Motueka and
Nelson Sauvin. Light, hoppy, easy drinking
with low bitterness.

Brotherhood

Mango Pale
4%

Unfined. A mangoes into a pub…
Contains mango. Made with Perle and
Cascade hops.

Outsider
Nordic 4.8%

Unfined. A brand new Nordic IPA: bitter,
floral, vikanic. Made with Chinook, Citra,
Amarillo and Cascade hops.

Gritchie

Moon Lore
3.7%

Butcombe

Rare Breed
3.8%

Salopian

Shropshire
Gold 3.8%

A refreshing, hop-forward New World
Pale Ale with a verdant bouquet and the
mouth-watering zing of citrus. Moon Lore
marries zesty tangerine with the sweet
crisp freshness of greengages. It has a light
finish that gently enlivens the palate prior
to each new sip.
Rare Breed is the result of Adam Henson’s
dedication to sustainable farming and a
passion for characterful, artisanal beer.
Using the finest Maris Otter malting barley
and aromatic Fuggles hops, delicious,
fruity Cascade and Amarillo hops and, of
course, purest Mendip Spring Water, Rare
Breed is a distinctive, clean tasting pale ale
with a smooth, citrus twist.
Light copper, full flavoured bitter. Golden,
with a floral aroma and a full hoppy
flavour that is balanced by a crisp dry
maltiness and a rich finish.

In the Back Room
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Copper ale. A darker copper brew made
from the finest English hops, Fugglestone
has a full, slightly sweet, malty palate
underpinned by a fresh spicy citrus
hoppiness.

Hopback

Fugglestone
4%

Wriggle Valley

Golden Bear A beautiful, fruity, golden bitter with a
complex flavour of 5 different hops and
4%
with a moderate bitterness.

Wooha

Cerne Abbas

Twisted Wheel

Proving that easy-drinking doesn't mean
easy on the flavour, Things Can Only Get
Bitter is a smooth, sessionable bitter pale
ale. Sweet caramel and honey notes give
way to spicy hops and long, pleasingly
bitter finish.
A traditional ruby mild named after Tiger
Tiger Tom
Tom Curtis the legendary blacksmith from
Ruby Mild
The Forge in Mill Lane, Cerne Abbas. This
4.4%
‘ere beer is a true ruby mild, smooth and
not bitter, well rounded with a sweet
finish. Brewed with organically grown
barley from Manor Farm in the Cerne
Valley. Delicately hopped to complement
this rich malt base. An easy drinking mild
to slake your thirst after a long day at the
furnace.
As well as All Nighters, Northern Soul also
Sunday
Session 4.5% has Sunday Sessions. Therefore we give
you an ultra-pale, full bodied and well
hopped Session IPA.

Things Can
Only Get
Bitter 4.3%

Bowman

Upshot 4.5% A deep umber premium bitter. Rich and

Darkstar

American
Pale 4.5%

Fallen Acorn

Leben auf
Maerzen
4.8%

fragrant with 100% Bullion hops.
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Brewed with American West Coast style
yeast along with Cascade, Centennial and
Chinook hops. The low coloured Concerto
malt provides a perfect light colour and
dryness to compliment the crisp taste and
full aroma of the hops.
Life on Mars. Maerzen (dark) style lager.
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Vintage
Wolfie T
4.9%?

Autumn ale.
Wolfie T: Rich chestnut brown with a
glorious spicy aroma. Toasted malt
flavours complemented by Challenger,
Bramling Cross and Golding hops giving a
deep warm rounded bitter sweet finish.

Sandbanks

Back in
Black 5%

A smooth, sweet English Stout.

Flack Manor

Vintage
Porter 4.7%?

Black Jack: Smooth, dark, ruby-coloured
beer with rich aromas of toasted malt. An
initial sweetness followed by a good,
lingering hop finish and hazelnut afternotes. No specific notes available.

Flack Manor

Porters

Music
from 8.30pm (Sat) – Brandy.
6.00pm – 8.00pm (Sun) Steamer.

Please note: not all the beers listed will be
available at all times – but there may be
others!
Pies served until 9.00pm.

Please follow us on Facebook for the latest news and events.
Feel free to post your photos of the festival as well as your comments to our page –
we love to hear your feedback!
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